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The Venkatraman Memorial Trust
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The Venkatraman Memorial Trust, known as the Venkat Trust, was set up in 2004 in memory of Venkat, a boy whose education
was sponsored by trustee Sylvia Holder, and who sadly was killed in a road accident at the age of 27. It provides and improves
educational facilities for schoolchildren and young people in the poor fishing village of Kovalam in Tamil Nadu, South India.

Every penny donated goes to the Venkat Trust. All UK costs are met by the trustees.
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Update from Sylvia Holder, Founder Trustee

Onwards…

As Alice might have said had she stepped into the VMT Wonderland, things are
getting betterer and betterer. And, indeed, curiouser and curiouser as in many
respects our schools are far superior to the standard and amenities offered
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by private schools.

…and upwards
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We’ve had a very productive six months thanks to our
wonderful supporters. The generosity of CIM Investment
Management and The Peter Cundill Foundation has
enabled us to add a second storey to the Janakiraman
Community Hall. When completed, our offices will move
there as will the laptop room for our university students.
There will also be a selection of flexible module rooms for
one-to-one tuition, group training etc.

Googly…

Our high school sports ground, the envy of many a school,
has been further enhanced by the very handsome gift of a
cricket bowling machine which delivers balls on demand —
fast, slow, googly — you name it, together with two sets of
cricket nets, much to the delight of our budding cricketers.
The nets are made from fishing nets, very much cheaper
than the real McCoy and just as effective.
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…and Google
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How fortunate we are that supporter Julian Kulkarni’s wife Gillian works as a global manager for Google, a huge
company with tens of thousands of staff. Every December all Google employees are each given a donation to give
to a Google Approved Charity of their choice. Thanks to Gillian we now have this accolade and I’m sure she will help
any waverers on their choice of charity to make the right decision! In addition, Google will match any other donations
up to 5000 euros to any of their approved charities.

Running the extra mile

Then there are those who have run the extra mile for us
— literally and metaphorically. In all, over the years, eight
half and full marathons have been run in support of VMT.
They include the London Marathon by the (then) 80-yearold Richard Pitcairn Knowles and in February this year
Alex Smallman and nine of her Keep Fit Uber Mummies
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raised £7500 in the Brighton half marathon for university
scholarships and laptops.

Alex, fourth from left, and the Uber Mummies relax after
their marathon, still, it would seem, with lots of puff.

Learning skills for the future

We’re delighted to be going from strength to strength but
rest on our laurels we will not. There is still much to be done
and more English teaching is at the fore. We’ve become
increasingly aware that, by and large, the undergrads’
English is not up to the standard they need to ensure they
can cope with job interviews, all conducted in English,
and prosper in the workplace. We’ve taken on more
teachers and extra-curricular tutors for all ages at both
schools and plan to introduce simple English teaching in
the kindergarten which the little ones’ sponge-like brains
can soak up easily.
Through one of our supporters, Dr Bina Rawl, we’ve been
introduced to Cognizant, a global leader in business and
technology services. Expert staff from the Chennai office
are helping our undergraduates with interpersonal skills to
boost their confidence and equip them with the necessary
interview techniques to put them firmly on the first rung of
the ladder to successful.
The students, coming, as they do, from poor homes
in a poor village, need to be equipped with the skills
required to make the rather frightening leap to professional

careers in the city. Cognizant volunteers are also giving
careers advice, English lessons (see photo above) IT help
and yoga sessions for all ages.
Dr Rawal and her husband, Dr Naren Chetty, spent
several days in Kovalam helping our sponsored children
and pupils from both schools with everything from reading
to biology, English conversation to cricket. The cricketing
boys were delighted to be put through their paces
by Dr Chetty, a hospital consultant and avid cricket fan.
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Sponsorship and scholarship

I tend to beat the same old drum all the time but I can never stress enough just what a difference £14 a month can
make to a child’s future. The bald facts are that the children who have not been sponsored or awarded a university
scholarship will most likely only ever know the grinding poverty generations of their families have endured. Sponsored
children enjoy better welfare, are nurtured by the Trust and are able to progress to further education. They emerge with
the confidence, charm, social skills and qualifications to hold them in good stead for the years ahead.

Sponsorship — a life changer
for Sumithra

When Sumithra’s father was killed in the Tsunami, the
family was close to starvation until, thrown a lifeline by
the Trust, she became our first sponsored child. Thirteen
years on, armed with BSc and Master’s degrees,
a stimulating career as an accountant and now marriage,
Sumithra can look forward to the future with supreme
confidence. She continues to work and supports her
family but without the Trust’s help, she would have left
school with no qualifications and only a menial job ahead
of her. She would not have qualified, in the Indian way
of arranged marriages, to be a sought after bride for a
professional man as is the case. Her days of poverty are
over and her children to be will never know the fight for
survival she and previous generations endured.
There are choices: £14 will
once a week. Or change a
please spread the word to
on-the-spot Administrator in
admin@venkattrust.org.in

buy a couple of bottles of mediocre wine or a Starbucks’ large Mocha
child’s life. Surely a no brainer? As I’m preaching mostly to the converted,
your family, friends and neighbours. Sponsorship is now handled by our
Kovalam, Aarthi, to whom all enquiries should please be addressed:

Scholarship — the way
to a bright future

Some of our university scholarship winners.

University scholarships are rather more
expensive but so worthwhile. They are
awarded to those who have not been
sponsored but meet the scholarship criteria —
financial need, academic ability and good
character. It is heart breaking for those
leaving school with excellent results but
unable to go on to further education for lack
of funds. Step in Venkat Trust. We currently have
12 scholarship winners thriving at their
colleges but we’d like more. Costs range
from £1200 for a three year degree course
to £5000 for a four year engineering degree.
Enquiries to me please at info@venkattrust.org.uk
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The Curry Lunch

The “best yet” seemed to be the verdict
of our Supporters’ Curry Lunch held at
the Sussex County Cricket Ground on
Sunday, 22 April, a lovely sunny day. It
was a very happy occasion. JR, over
from Kovalam, stole the show with his
speech and his charm as he worked
the room and remembered the names
of all 26 of the guests who had visited
Kovalam. The event was enhanced by
our guest of honour, Mr Mohan, the
Global Head of Cognizant’s Mobility
and Outreach, who kindly enthused
about VMT, and Dr Naren Chetty who
told us about his visit to Kovalam.
The Welcome banner from some of our
sponsored children and university students
was used on the front page of the menu.
The banners themselves adorned the
entrance to the Curry Lunch venue.

A beaming JR arriving at Gatwick Airport.

A show of hands by those who have already visited Kovalam.

Here are a few of the many comments we had: “It was a real privilege to be there”, “It was truly inspirational” “I was
inspired by the presentations yesterday” “... and what I think is so wonderful is that no one tries to extract more money
from you, unlike any other charity event.” I reckon those reviews would give us five stars on Amazon!

Our thanks go to Georgina Dunn for designing our print material and Sandra Huggett for her administrative help.
The Venkatraman Memorial Trust is a registered charity, No. 1104363
PO Box 5039, Hove BN3 5XL
e-mail: info@venkattrust.org.uk website: www.venkattrust.org.uk tel: 01273 719363
UK Trustees: Sylvia Holder, Lindsay Swan, Sarah Da Silva, Nick Goslett, John Whelan
Kovalam Trustees: Janakiraman (JR), M. Ali
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